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NOTESONTHETRANSMlSSION AND EVOLUTIONOFSTORI[ES 

BENJAMIN N. COLBY * 

hllatters of interest, salience and cbunking in stories all lead to basic questions in anthropology and 
psychology and in the new field of cognitive science. The way in which stories evolve is a special 
case of the general evoiution of cuhural patterns. In anthropology evolutionary theories have 
suffered because few investigators moved down to the level of microanalysis where the actual 
mechanisms of cultural transmission operate. Psychology, on the other hand, has suffered by 
emphasizing a top-down approach where higher ievei categories were made up on an ad hoc basis 
before being subjected to experimental verification. It is the interaction between patterns and 
richema that must be focused on. One cannot nna1yz.e the evolution. of stories without looking 
closely at the broade.r cu1tura.l base in which they are embedded. It requires an analysis of the 
behavioral logic that underlies these. stkes and the way in which elem::nts of the stories are mitde 
Imore salient and valuable to tiic individuals that are in&ved in them as well a! a study of the 
pariicuiar elements and structures of the stories themselva, 

1. Toward a theory of stories and cultu*e 

1.1. 

Story analysis is moving away from an arbitrary interpretive mode tc zr;:c’ ~7. 
empirical one involving tests and analyses. These are Leading to cumulative 
findings in semantics and pragmatics Ithat involve rhetorical phenomena at a 
Ihigher level of analysis than the clause or sentence. The resuits are. likely !o 
:inform theory building in core areas of psychology, anthropology, and other 
social sciences. Many of the critical issues in taese de\ elopments have been 
identified and discussed by Beaugrande in this issue. Here I wish to contribute 
an 8,nthropologist’s comments about them, particularly, about those issues that 
are of special relevance to culture theory. 

To move most ra.pkly in this developing science of stories requires that we 
encompass structural and processual phenomena alike. We musi develop an 
anatomy of narrative ;lnd at the same, time study the way in which narrative 
cha;?gts as it is patis,, J on from one individual to the next in a process of 
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